


Our expertise

For the past 40 years we have been helping to transform challenging environments with style and quality , 
with total commitment to safety and durability.

Our products are strength and stability tested to British Standards for severe non-domestic use and are fire 
retardant to Crib Source 5 minimum (Crib Source 7 available for certain products) to give you peace of mind.

Our aim is to use human-centred design to help you achieve your strategy and vision of creating safer 
environments for residents and staff alike.

We first opened our doors back in 1975 in a 1,0002  ft workshop, where furniture 
was hand-made to order under the name “Pine Productions”. Charles Hathorn, our 
Managing Director is pictured above learning the ropes in the workshop!

As demand for pine furniture began to wane, we moved our focus to contract 
furniture, and in 1987 became “Pineapple Contracts”.

We recently opened our purpose-built office building and 
100,0002  ft manufacturing and storage facility near Maidstone, 
Kent. Our 7,0002  ft showroom offers customers the chance to 
experience the furniture first-hand.

Our service

• 7 year guarantee* against manufacturing faults

• Free demonstration furniture

• Free spaceplanning design service

• Free showroom tours

Over 40 years’ expertise transforming 
challenging environments

About us
then

now

Visit our  
showrooms
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*applies to our core range
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We have been creating furniture for demanding environments 
like hospitals, mental health units and prisons for more than 
40 years. Our experience has taught us the real meaning of 
‘built-to-last’ and has given us a knack for finding innovative 
solutions to real-world problems.

Whether that means selecting intelligent materials or employing 
“belt and braces” woodworking techniques, you can be confident 
that our furniture is built to last.

Our products are protected by a 7 year guarantee against 
manufacturing faults.

Built to last
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Level 2

Reinforced seat 
adds strength & 
durability

Cloth 
underside

A more resilient 
seat platform 
construction for 
demanding areas

Level 3
Reinforced 
plywood back

Reinforced 
plywood seat

Extra-strong seat & 
back construction 
for challenging 
environments

Level 4
Reinforced 
plywood seat

Reinforced plywood 
underside reduces 
concealment 
opportunities

Extra-strong seat & 
back construction 
with an reinforced 
base designed to 
prevent concealment

Levels 1, 2 and 3

Supportive 
back webbing

Comfortable 
sprung seat

Level 1

Traditional  durable 
construction - perfect 
for low risk areas

Particleboard 

 arms

Supportive 
back webbing

Particleboard 

arms

Reinforced 
plywood arms

Reinforced 
plywood back

Reinforced 
plywood arms
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Originally founded in 1893 as an Oxford hall for women, 
St Hilda’s is now a fully mixed Oxford University College. 
one of the 38 colleges at the University of Oxford. After 
an initial consultation, our design team developed a 
bespoke package which balanced the vision and budgetary 
requirements of the client. We presented our proposals 
with moodboards and spaceplans to help the client to 
visualise the end result.  
 

During the next phase we installed a sample room in 
the building, allowing the customer to evaluate the 
quality of the workmanship. We also provided an 
opportunity to explore any potential design changes 
before proceeding with full production. The finished 
project included bedroom items from our Ontario 
range in a bespoke finish along with Boxer tub chairs 
and versatile stacking Touch chairs to match the 
client’s Grey and Yellow colour scheme.

St Hilda’s College
CASE STUDIES  I  9SEE MORE RESIDENTIAL SPACES FROM PAGE 14 

Moodboards 
and spaceplans 
helped the  
client to visualise 
the end result
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During a recent refurbishment of their 6th form common 
room, Maidstone Grammar School selected durable, 
contemporary furniture from Pineapple’s range.

Making use of the free space planning service, the client 
was able to optimise the seating arrangements, striking a 
balance between seating capacity and comfortable spacing.

In the dining area, Touch chairs in Blue, Yellow and Grey  
(to compliment the School’s colours) sit around Cumulus 
dining tables, helping to create a modern and vibrant space 

for students to eat and study. Thanks to their stackable 
nature, the Touch chairs can be easily tucked away, allowing 
the space to be repurposed when necessary.

At the opposite end of the room, Ryno chairs (also matching 
match the School’s colours) provide a fun, and informal 
space for students to socialise in.

The finished project is a bright, modern, colourful space in 
which students can eat, work and socialise.

Maidstone Grammar School
CASE STUDIES  I  11

     The new furniture 
has been a huge 
success in our 
sixth form common 
room. It is colourful, 
comfortable and 
robust - in short 
everthing we 
needed it to be. So 
far it would appear 
that the significant 
investment involved 
was both wise and 
pragmatic.

SEE MORE SOCIAL SPACES FROM PAGE 26 
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Godolphin School -a boarding and day school in  
Salisbury - has been educating girls for almost 300 years. 
Their Sixth Form Centre was recently refurbished, resulting 
in a strikingly modern learning environment.

The project gave the opportunity to establish a fresh new 
colour scheme, which was achieved by balancing bright 
and vibrant furniture with a more neutral decorative palette 
within the rooms.

Low back Eclipse sofas and Kava chairs help to set the 
contemporary tone in Reception, while stackable Touch 
chairs along with more Kava chairs provide versatile seating 
options in the conference rooms. Both chairs boast chrome 
ski legs which makes them quick and easy to re-arrange.

Godolphin School
CASE STUDIES  I  13

    I would just like 
to say how pleased 
we were with the 
furnishings and the 
customer support 
we received from 
you – first class.

SEE MORE LEARNING SPACES FROM PAGE 68 



Residential  
spaces
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“ Off-the-shelf”  
doesn’t suit everyone
Our bespoke manufacturing capabiltiies allow us to 
produce completely unique solutions, intelligently 
designed to help you make the most of your space. 

Choose from hundreds of custom finish combinations 
to create an environment that works best for you.
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Listening
We start with the most important part of the process 
– spending time exploring how you’re going to use 
your space. By listening to what you want to achieve 
we can tailor our approach accordingly.

Designing
Our experienced design team can now begin to 
combine the essential requirements with thoughtful 
design details which will make a real-world 
difference to how students will interact with their 
new environment.

Creating
With our bespoke manufacturing capabilities 
and experienced installation team, we are able to 
create completely unique solutions to help you 
make the most of your space, whatever shape or 
size it may be.

Supporting
Our service doesn’t end once delivery 
is made – we’re always on hand to give 
on-going support, and our dedicated after 
sales team are available to help with any 
issues that may arise.

Our 4-stage  
approach to help 
transform your 
environment
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beds & mattresses
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Zurich 4’6 bed 
1ZHA-002

340H | 1905L | 1400W (mm)

Oland 3’ bed 
1OLA-001

920H | 2000L | 1000W (mm)

Zurich 3’ bed 
1ZHA-001

340H | 1905L | 900W (mm)

Hamble 3’ bed with drawers 
1HAA3-DRAWER

395H | 1985L | 990W (mm)

Zero 3’ mattress 
1ZOM-001

180H | 1900L | 910W (mm)

Zero 4’6” mattress 
1ZOM46

180H | 1900L | 1370W (mm)

Vienna 3’ mattress 
1VAM-002

180H | 1900L | 910W (mm)

Vienna 4’6” mattress 
1VAM-004

180H | 1900L | 1370W (mm)

Zero   
Excellent value

Vienna  
Our best-selling mattress

Summit 3’ mattress 
1STM-001

200H | 1900L | 910W (mm)

Summit 4’6” mattress 
1STM46

200H | 1900L | 1370W (mm)

Aquarius 3’ mattress 
1AQM-002

180H | 1900L | 910W (mm)

Aquarius 4’6 mattress 
1AQM-004

180H | 1900L | 1370W (mm)

Summit  
Deeper padding offering sumptuous comfort

Aquarius  
Wipe-clean water resistant cover

Bespoke options available  see p17



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• High pressure laminate surface

• PVC impact edging

• Solid steel base plate for stability

• Smooth rounded corners for safety

• Wheelchair accessible

• Strength and stability tested to BS EN 15372:2008 Level 2

cumulus

A solid steel, anti-scuff 
base providing strength 
and durability  

OPTIONS

• Table top available in  
White or Anthracite finish

Coffee table
1CSF-7070

420H | 700W | 700D (mm)

Dining table 
1CST-7070

740H | 700W | 700D (mm)

Dining table 
1CST-9090

740H | 900W | 900D (mm)

Dining table 
1CST-1212

740H | 1200W | 1200D (mm)

Dining table 
1CST-1590

740H | 900W | 1500D (mm)

Dining table 
1CST-1890

740H | 1800W | 900D (mm)
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Touch chair – see page 69



nexus

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Braced legs for additional stability

• Corner braces under seat provide additional strength

• Strength and stability tested to contract standards

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

• Non-upholstered version available for express delivery

OPTIONS

• Natural or Walnut finish

• Available with or without arms

• Skis to protect flooring and facilitate movement

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant -  
visit our website for more information 

Nexus padded seat side chair
ANS1-100

875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Nexus padded seat armchair
ANS1-200

875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Nexus padded seat and back 
side chair
ANS1-300

875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Minimum order quantity: 4

Nexus wooden side chair
1NS1-001

875H | 480W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Nexus padded seat and back 
armchair
ANS1-400

875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 480mm

Nexus wooden armchair
1NS1-200

875H | 530W | 540D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Reinforced support brace  
for strength and stability
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Oriana table – contact us for details



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Easy clean, one piece chair

• Lightweight but strong

• UV resistant

• Stackable for convenient storage

• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

• Strength and stability tested to contract standards

OPTIONS

• Available in gloss white and gloss red

xeon

Xeon chair in  Red
1EN1-200-GRED

820H | 570W | 460D (mm)
Seat height: 450mm

Xeon chair in White
1EN1-001

820H | 570W | 460D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm

Easy to clean  
one piece chair
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Oriana table – contact us for details



Social  
spaces
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Soft shape, deep foam and generous proportions offer sumptuous comfort

• Modular design enables flexible use of space

• Contemporary mid-back design with additional lumbar support

• Armless design reduces likelihood of damage and increases seating capacity

• Fire retardant CMHR foam

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

snug
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Flexible modular design 
makes the most of  
your space

Snug chair 
ASG1-400

910H | 900W | 1030D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm

Snug corner chair 
ASGC1-400

910H | 1030W | 1030D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm

Snug footstool 
ASGS-400

440H | 930W | 930D (mm)



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Fixed seat and back cushions keep this range looking its  
best for longer

• Strength and stability tested to contract standards

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for added durability in 
demanding environments

• Walnut coloured feet

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant - visit our website  
for more information

magna
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Fixed seat and back cushions keep  
this range looking its best for longer

Magna chair 
AMA1-100

780H | 970W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm

Magna 2-seater sofa 
AMA2-100

780H | 1480W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm

Magna 3-seater sofa 
AMA3-100

780H | 2020W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Upholstered fixed sprung back

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for added durability in 
demanding environments

• Available with or without piping

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant - visit our website for 
more information

quadra
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Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

Quadra chair 
AQA1-100

770H | 960W | 890D (mm) 
Seat height: 455mm

Quadra 2-seater 
AQA2-100

770H | 1445W | 890D (mm) 
Seat height: 455mm

Quadra 3-seater sofa 
AQA3-100

770H | 1940W | 890D (mm) 
Seat height: 455mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Classic scroll-arm design

• Sprung front edge for extra comfort

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

kalix
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Classic scroll arm design

Kalix chair 
AKA1-100

890H | 1080W | 920D (mm) 
Seat height: 560mm

Kalix 2-seater sofa 
AKA2-100

890H | 1555W | 920D (mm) 
Seat height: 560mm

Kalix 3-seater sofa 
AKA3-100

890H | 1985W | 920D (mm) 
Seat height: 560mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Slim arm maximises seating capacity

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

orr
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ORR Corner unit 2-seater  
left arm and 3-seater right arm 
AOC2L3R-100

850H | 2070W | 2590D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

ORR Corner unit 2-seater  
left arm and 2-seater right arm 
AOC2L2R-100

850H | 2070W | 2070D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr chair 
AOR1-100

850H | 710W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

ORR Corner unit 2-seater  
left arm and 3-seater right arm 
AOC3L2R-100

850H | 2590W | 2070D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr 2-seater sofa 
AOR2-100

850H | 1240W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

ORR Corner unit 3-seater  
left arm and 3-seater right arm 
AOC3L3R-100

850H | 2590W | 2590D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm

Orr 3-seater sofa 
AOR3-100

850H | 1770W | 870D (mm) 
Seat height: 440mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Solid timber frame with plywood reinforcement for strength 
and durability

• High density CMHR foam for durable comfort

• Sturdy, stable design

• Sleek chrome feet with nylon glides to protect flooring

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

rubus
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Generously proportioned reinforced  
arms to accommodate student huddles

Rubus chair 
ARS1-100

890H | 1170W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 465mm

Rubus 2-seater sofa 
ARS2-100

890H | 1720W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 465mm

Rubus 3-seater sofa 
ARS3-100

890H | 2000W | 940D (mm) 
Seat height: 465mm
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Lotus table – see page 49



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Armless design reduces likelihood of damage and increases 
seating capacity

• Full plywood reinforcement for extra strength and weight

• Strength and stability tested to BS EN 15373:2007

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

reef
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Armless design 
maximises  
seating capacity

Reef 3-seater sofa 
ARF3-300

900H | 1885W | 930D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Solid timber frame with plywood reinforcement for strength  
and durability

• Removable seat cushions

• High density CMHR foam (Seat: CH4030 Back: CH4038) provides soft 
comfort without deforming over time

• Comfortably rounded arms

• Sleek chrome ski leg with  felt pads to protect flooring

OPTIONS

• Available with reinforced seat platform for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

rondo
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Rondo chair 
ARN1-100

820H | 1015W | 800D (mm) 
Seat height: 490mm

Rondo 2.5-seater 
ARN25-100

820H | 1830W | 800D (mm) 
Seat height: 490mm
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Sleek chrome 
ski leg with felt 
pads to protect 
flooring



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Modular design enables flexible use of space

• Ski foot protects flooring and facilitates easy movement

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

• Linking bracket available

ohio
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Compact modular design  
makes the most of your space

Ohio curved - narrow front 
AOHC1-100

860H | 1030W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 480mm

Ohio curved - wide front 
AOHC1-100

860H | 1030W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 480mm

Ohio coffee table 
AOHF-100

420H | 830W | 830D (mm) 
Seat height: 480mm

Ohio chair 
AOH1-100

860H | 580W | 860D (mm) 
Seat height: 480mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Classic Scandinavian styling

• Strong one piece laminate arm

• One piece back and seat for added strength

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Available with high or low back

• Available with or without arms

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

oskar
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Oskar high back chair with arms 
AOKH1-200

1015H | 635W | 700D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm

Oskar high back 2-seater with arms 
AOKH2-200

1015H | 1170W | 700D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm

Oskar low back 2-seater with arms 
AOKL2-200

840H | 1170W | 700D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm

Oskar low back chair with arms 
AOKL1-200

840H | 635W | 700D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm

Scandinavian-inspired 
bent plywood design
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Subtle wings provide comfort and privacy

• Sweeping seat design acts as an integrated armrest

• Strong solid steel legs

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

OPTIONS

• Available with black powdercoated legs

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant - visit our 
website for more information

smile
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Smile high back chair 
ASZH1-118

1175H | 820W | 720D (mm) 
Seat height: 400mm

Smile low back chair 
ASZL1-118

920H | 820W | 720D (mm) 
Seat height: 400mm
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Make a statement  
with this iconic design



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Fixed seat cushion

• Strength and stability tested for contract use

• All fabrics fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information

tempo
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Tempo tub chair 
ATM1-100

735H | 715W | 730D (mm) 
Seat height: 400mm

Tempo 2-seater 
ATM2-100

735H | 1400W | 730D (mm) 
Seat height: 400mm

Timeless tub chair design  
offering style and comfort
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Neat angular design with tapered base, ergonomically designed to make 
standing easier

• Small footprint makes this chair perfect for smaller spaces

• Comfortable, tactile sloping arms

• Fire retardant CMHR foam

OPTIONS

• Available with additional reinforcement for 
added durability in demanding environments

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information 

skye
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Skye tub chair 
ASKY1-200

825H | 735W | 785D (mm) 
Seat height 400mm

Skye 2-seater 
ASKY2-200

825H | 1250W | 785D (mm) 
Seat height 400mm

Space-saving design maximises space
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Smoothly reclined shape prevents pressure points and provides 
exceptional comfort

• Reinforced as standard, including fully enclosed base

• Fire retardant CMHR foam

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
 - visit our website for more information 

• Available as Zen Plus with additional weighting (20kg) 
for safety

• Can be upholstered in two fabrics (as shown) for  
added personalisation

zen
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Elegantly designed  
to provide exceptional 
comfortZen chair 

AZEN1-120

1000H | 600W | 1485D (mm) 
Seat height ???? not supplied 
Weight 32kg

Zen Duo footstool 
AZENDS-120

450H | 540W | 545D (mm) 
Seat height 310mm 
Weight 13kg

Zen Duo chair 
AZEND-120

1000H | 600W | 990D (mm) 
Seat height 310mm 
Weight 26.5kg
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Lightweight and soft

• Fully stitched (no zips) to prevent tampering

• Fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
 - we recommend a dark coloured wipe-clean vinyl

boden
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Boden beanbag chair 
ABOCHAIR1-400

900H | 1000W | 1050D (mm)

Boden Extra Large beanbag 
ABO1-500

560H | 1400 diameter (mm)

Boden beanbag 
ABO1-400

800H | 900W | 900D (mm)

Double-stitched seams and separate 
interliner gives peace of mind
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Refill 
service 

available



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Lightweight and soft

• Strong stitched seams

• Zip heads removed and oversewn to prevent 
tampering

• Fire retardant to BS 7176:2007 source 5 
 
OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant - 
we recommend a dark coloured wipe-clean vinyl

contessa
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Cube 
ACOFC-100

460H | 575W | 575D (mm)

Drum 
ACOFD-100

460H | 575 diameter (mm)

Cuboid 
ACOFCUB-100

460H | 1150W | 575D (mm)

45° curve 
ACOF45-100

460H | 660W | 575D (mm)

90° curve 
ACOF90-100

460H | 815W | 575D (mm)

Caterpillar 
ACOFCAT-100

460H | 575 diameter (mm)

Extra Large Cube 
ACOFC-400 

500H | 600W | 600D (mm)

Extra Large Drum 
ACOFD-300

500H | 750 diameter (mm)
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Suitable for 
all ages
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Suitable for indoor or outdoor use

• Anti-microbial, wipe-clean surface 

• Strength and stability tested to BS EN 16139:2013 – Level 2 
(severe contract use)

• Compliant with flammability standard UL94 HB

• Ergonomically designed to give excellent comfort

• UV resistant polyethylene construction

OPTIONS

• Can be heavily weighted to prevent misuse

• Available in 10 versatile colours

ryno
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Ryno dining chair 
ARYD-00

880H | 500W | 620D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm

Ryno lounge chair 
ARYL-00

780H | 600W | 760D (mm) 
Seat height: 420mm 

Ryno tub chair 
ARYU-00

805H | 670W | 680D (mm) 
Seat height: 430mm 

Ryno coffee table 
ARYF-00

425H | 655W | 655D (mm)

Ryno children’s dining chair 
ARYCD-00

750H | 420W | 525D (mm) 
Seat height: 380mm

Versatile, colourful and  
robust – guaranteed for life
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hamblelotus

coffee tables oskar
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Hamble square coffee table 
1HAF-001

435H | 550W | 550D (mm)

Hamble rectangular coffee table 
1HAF-004

435H | 550W | 1000 (mm) 

Hamble nest of tables 
1HAF-002

500H | 500W | 460D (mm) 

Hamble round coffee table 
1HAF-610

435H | 610 diameter (mm)

Lotus round coffee table 
1LTF-700

500H | 700 diameter (mm)

Oskar round coffee table 
10KF-700

460H | 700 diameter (mm)

Lotus square coffee table 
1LTF-550X550

500H | 550W | 550D (mm)

Oskar square coffee table 
10KF-550X550

460H | 550W | 550D (mm)

Lotus oval coffee table 
1LTF-1000X600

500H | 550W | 550D (mm)

Oskar rectangular coffee table 
10KF-550X1000

460H | 1000W | 550D (mm)

Choose from a variety of styles  
to complement your furniture

Coffee table
1CSF-7070

420H | 700W | 700D (mm)

cumulus
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Learning 
spaces
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From a single chair to a full furniture package...
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Tables 
Desks and tables are available in a 
variety of styles, sizes and finishes

Chairs 
From stackable chairs to swivel 
chairs, we have many options  
to offer

Office 
Office and staff room furniture 
available in a variety of styles, 
sizes and finishes

Multi-purpose 
From flip-top tables to flexible 
seating there are many options to 
make flexible spaces



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Multi-purpose stacking chair (up to 12 chairs)

• Durable polypropylene shell with handle cut-out to make 
handling easier

• Comfortable seat with waterfall front edge

• Hygienic wipe-clean surface

• Strong chromed steel rod frame

• Strength and stability tested to contract standards

OPTIONS

• Choose from 5 vibrant shell colours  
(Barstool available in Grey only)

• Available with co-ordinating powder coated 
metal frame (minimum order 4)

• Available with wheeled storage trolley  
(holds 40 chairs)

touch

Touch barstool in Oyster Grey 
ATUS-006

820H | 570W | 460D (mm) 
Seat height: 680mm

Touch chair 
ATU1

820H | 460W | 560D (mm) 
Seat height: 410mm
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Strong and 
robust solid 
steel legs



KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Versatile upholstered armchair with durable skid-leg design

• Strong chromed steel rod frame

• Strength and stability tested to contract standards

OPTIONS

• Wide choice of fabrics, including water-resistant 
- visit our website for more information 

kava

Strong and robust  
solid steel legs

Kava chair 
AKV1-200

810H | 590W | 610D (mm) 
Seat height: 450mm
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KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Space-saving, easy to operate design

• Strong tubular metal frame

• Durable release and flip mechanism

• Castor wheels allow the table to be easily moved (lockable 
when in use)

OPTIONS

• Available with Beech or White top

hetta

Space-saving flip-top design 

Hetta 1600mm flip-top table 
1HET-1600X800

725H | 1600W | 800D (mm)

Hetta 1400mm flip-top table 
1HET-1400X800

725H | 1400W | 800D (mm)
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office furniture

Rumba mesh operator chair 
ARM1-300

980H | 590W | 600D (mm)

Jive operator chair 
AJV1-0300

860H | 570W | 505D (mm)

Tango operator chair 
ATA1-400

970H | 570W | 500D (mm)
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Sonata 3-drawer mobile  
pedestal with seat pad 
1SONATA-C3DMP

610H | 412W | 610D (mm)

Sonata 2-drawer mobile pedestal 
1SONATA-C2DL

560H | 412W | 610D (mm)

Sonata 3-drawer tall pedestal 
1SONATA-C3D-TALL

720H | 412W | 630D (mm)

Sonata 4-drawer pedestal 
1SONATA- C4D

640H | 412W | 630D (mm)

The above products are available in these finish options:

Ash Beech Oak Walnut White Grey

Motif crescent desk (RH shown) 
1MOTIFD-CRRH-WHITE

730H | 1600W | 1200D (mm)

Motif straight desk 
1MOTIFD-1200X800-WHITE

730H | 1600W | 800D (mm)

More  
shapes and 

sizes available
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V IN Y L

Hard wearing and water resistant, leather-effect vinyls 
can be wiped clean which makes them a hygienic and 
practical option for healthcare environments.

WATER RESISTANT FABRICS

A durable option which combines the comfort of soft 
fabric with practical water resistant properties. Please 
be aware, these fabrics are more susceptible to stains 
than vinyl.

NON WATER RESISTANT FABRICS

These fabrics are typically soft and comfortable, but are 
susceptible to stains and should not be used in areas 
where soiling is common.

LEATHERS

Natural and tactile, leathers provide a touch of 
luxury, but should not be used in areas where 
soiling is common.

    Clean regularly with soap and water

    For extreme soiling use Haz-Tabs

    Solvents, polishes or alcohol cleaners must  
not be used

 

   Clean regularly with vacuum and a damp cloth

   For extreme soiling use Haz-Tabs

    Solvents, polishes or alcohol cleaners must  
not be used

   Clean regularly with vacuum and a damp cloth

    Remove spills and rinse thoroughly to prevent 
clogging of fibres

    Bleaches, solvents, abrasives or alcohol 
cleaners must not be used 

   Dust and vacuum regularly

    Damp cloth and mild soap to remove stains

    Moisten entire surface to prevent water marks

    Use leather cleaner for stubborn stains

   Do not use heat to dry

We offer 4 categories of upholstery:

 
  PAT T ER N

Patterns can be used effectively to support a theme or 
colour scheme. As well as the obvious aesthetic benefits, 
some patterns can also disguise small marks and stains, 
prolonging the life of your furniture. 

Particular care should be given when specifying 
patterned fabrics for residents are living with dementia. 
Patterns in certain circumstances may cause confusion, 
especially when used on seat cushions or arm caps 
which should be easily recognisable to prevent distress 
and falls. 

  L IGH T

Lighting conditions can have a significant effect on the 
appearance of colour, which is why we always 
recommend requesting a free swatch. Use it to evaluate 
your chosen fabric in the same conditions that the 
furniture will be located to get an accurate indication. 

The impact of texture should also be considered - direct 
sunlight can produce reflective glare which can be 
reduced by careful upholstery selection and positioning. 

 

  F L A MM A BIL I T Y

All upholstered furniture we supply conforms to 
BS7176:2007 Medium Hazard FR5/Crib 5. 

For high hazard environments, FR7/Crib 7 rated 
upholstery ranges are also available.  

  COL OUR

Whether you want to create a warm, cosy snug or a 
serene environment inspired by nature, colour can be a 
useful tool for establishing the atmosphere of a room. 
Different colours can also be used to visually separate 
furniture groupings in large, open spaces. 

  DUR A BIL I T Y

The industry standard test for durability is the 
Martindale abrasion test. For furniture in challenging 
environments which may be subjected to repetitive 
behaviour, we recommend a rating of over 100,000 rubs.

Tips to help you select the best upholstery for you:

     P L E A SE NO T E

• Colour transfer from jeans or other 
textiles and cracking/stickiness of 
vinyl upholstery are not covered 
by our manufacturer’s guarantee.

• Fluids can still penetrate through 
stitching and zips.



Peace of mind

Need assistance? We’re on hand to help:

Showrooms
Our showrooms in Kent and 
Yorkshire house a wide range of 
our furniture, allowing you to take 
a closer look and compare the 
design details which make each 
range different.

Sample furniture
To help you make the furniture 
right choice for your environment, 
you take advantage of our free 
sample furniture service. We’ll 
deliver and collect for free.

 

Space planning
Our experienced design team 
are ready to help you create the 
perfect environment – they will 
make recommendations depending 
on what you’re looking to achieve, 
and will produce 3D visuals to help  
you decide. 

Other services
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Responsibly 
sourced

Strength 
tested

Flame 
retardancy

We recognise the need to balance great design and 
service with responsible and ethical environmental 
practices.

Our commitment to these ideals is demonstrated 
in our ISO 14001: 204 and ISO9001:2008 awards, 
and our FSC® Chain of Custody certificate INT-
COC-001353. In addition, we are certified under PEFC 
Chain of Custody certificate INT-PEFC/COC-001353 
and have full membership of the Furniture Industry 
Sustainability Programme.

FSC certified products available upon request.

All of our furniture is strength and stability tested 
to contract level.

The picture above shows one of our sofas 
undergoing strength and stability testing, to BS EN 
16139:2013 Level 2 (severe contract use).

In this demanding test, seat and back durability is 
tested at least 100,000 times - the equivilant of 
over 50 years of use!

Flame retardant to contract level, all of our 
upholstery and fabrics meet BS 7176:2007 
Source 0, 1 and 5 [Formerly BS5852 Source 0, 1 
and 5].

We also supply fabric and mattresses which meet 
Crib Source 7.

This allows you to purchase with complete 
confidence knowing that all our products and 
fabrics are fully tried and tested.
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Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6XJ

+44 (0)1622 237830

sales@pineapplecontracts.com

www.pineapplecontracts.com
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See for 
yourself...
To book an appointment with a 
Project Consultant or for free trial 
furniture, please call

+44 (0)1622 237830


